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Анотація. Молдавські художники-текстильники, випускники 
 Львівської національної академії мистецтв. У МРСР текстильне мис-
тецтво практикували художники-текстильники Олександр і Ольга 
Дробаха, Наталія Чорна, Василь Іванчук, Ірина Шух. Це була молодь, 
що закінчила Львівську Національну Академію Мистецтв, яку поважали 
за одне з найважливіших навчальних закладів, - школа, яка вплинула на 
подальшу творчість художників. Вони прийшли в 80-і роки з новими 
поглядами, практикуючи в технiці батика і ткацтва абстрактне і фігу-
ративне мистецтво. Працюючи в якості викладачів вищих навчальних 
закладiв Кишинева, вони сформували нове покоління текстильників.

Ключові слова: текстильне мистецтво, батик, ткацтво, техніка, 
 аб стракціонізм.

The present article is a study that elucidates the evolution of textile art 
(batik, tapestry) and analyzes the works of plastic artists schooled at 

the National Academy of Arts in Lviv. The methodological basis of the 
research is the historical-theoretical method, which allows the synthesis 
of the evolutionary process of textile art. The historical-comparative 
method elucidates the level of development of the researched genre in 
comparison with the various cultural centers in which the future plastic 
artists studied. The formal-stylistic, interpretative, axiological methods, 
etc. are used in the case of the analysis of the works of art.

The 1980s are characterized by the flux of artists, who studied in the 
higher education institutions of the USSR: V. Avruţevici (Moscow), A. 
Drobaha (Lviv, 1979), O. Drobaha (Lviv, 1979), N. Ciornaia (Lviv, 1981), 
V. Damir (St. Petersburg, 1988), V. Ivanciuc (Lviv, 1984), I. Suh (Lviv, 
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1985), V. Grama (Moscow, 1986), L. Shevchenko (Tallinn, 1987), I. Baba 
(Tallinn, 1987), etc. Having been familiarized with the specifics of the 
school upon returned home, the plastic artists created their own style. 
They entered the creative competition in the field of batik and tapestry in 
Moldova in the early 1980s with new visions, practicing either abstract 
art (A. Drobaha) or the just started figurative art (I. Suh, V. Ivanciuc).

In the 1980s – 90s of the XX century, in the MSSR persists the 
opinion that decorative art is a minor art, of everyday use, or, at most, 
to embellish the environment. Therefore, it is not able to capitalize on 
topical themes and social-philosophical ideas. However, the textile art 
is going through a new stage in its evolution. For example, in the field 
of professional tapestry, authors call for “formal structures or reduced 
figurations and subtle allegories of universal significance” [6, p. 53]. A 
similar aspect is evidenced by the batik, the works being performed in 
a predominantly abstract vision.

Despite the social situation at the end of the 1980s, the process of 
renovation of the artistic life and a new environment of creative freedom 
for Moldovan painters is underway. One of the authors, who contributed 
most to the development of textile art, is Alexandr Drobaha. The President 
of the Union of Designers of the Republic of Moldova, Grigore Bosenco, 
stated at the opening of Alexandru Drobaha’s exhibition that the artist, 
being the student of Professor Vladimir Avrutevich, surpassed his teacher 
[7, p. 6]. We mention on this occasion that V. Avruţevici graduated from 
the Textile Institute in Moscow and later was Al. Drobaha’s colleague 
for many years.

During his artistic evolution, Alexandr Drobaha, graduate of Fine Arts 
and Theater College in Odessa (Ukraine) and of the Institute of Applied 
and Decorative Arts in Lviv, created his own style, the combination of 
the free, cold batik technique and various author techniques. He greatly 
impresses through the application technology, through his philosophical 
vision, which he realizes with a special mastery achieved by the rich 
creative experience. Another strength of the author is the fineness of 
the chromatic choice, which gives space to compositions.

During his artistic activity, the author organizes numerous personal 
and group exhibitions in Moldova, Ukraine, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Austria, and Italy [3]. He is a permanent participant in exhibitions 
organized by the Union of Plastic Artists (UPA), each time impressing 
through his high mastery in the graphic design of textiles. Unlike his 
other colleagues (Natalia Ciornaia, Irina Suh, Vasile Ivanciuc), who 
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practice other genres of plastic arts (clothing design, tapestry, painting, 
woodworking, graphics), A. Drobaha is faithful to the batik technique. 
Experimenting on the technique, the author obtains unique effects, 
which make his works highly appreciated in the exhibitions. His works 
are like fine-grained jewelry, reaching maximum expressiveness while 
remaining very airy (the main feature in creating a batik).

Natalia Ciornaia, another graduate of the Institute of Applied and 
Decorative Arts in Lviv, Ukraine, the Fashion Design Chair (in the 
period 1976 – 1981), imposed herself into artistic life in 1985, starting 
at the group exhibitions organized by the Union of Plastic Artists. Her 
first works «Legend of Old Orhei. Autumn Park» (1984) and «Old Orhei 
Legend» (1987 – 1988) were executed in the technique of cold batik and 
were inspired by the landscapes of her native town. Both works reflect 
pages from the history of the region, where either a realistic landscape 
(«Legend of Old Orhei, Autumn Park») or battle scenes («Legend of the 
Old Orhei») are represented. Subsequently, the «Old Orhei Legend» was 
purchased by the plastic fund of the UPA.

During the same period at the Republican Exhibition «Youth of 
Moldova», the author exhibits a costume made in the cold batik technique 
called «Motifs from Raciula». Her father’s home village, the village of 
Raciula, served as inspirational source. Phytomorphic motifs predominate 
the composition, being the focus of the work.

In the years 1994 – 95, the author’s creation is characterized by 
large-scale tapestries «The R – I Fall» (1994), «Interior of the Village» 
(1995), whose specificity is abstractionism. The artist returns to the 
art of tapestry in 2012 in the work «I am another tree». The figurative 
motif is made in the technique of tapestry and crochet.

Although Natalia Ciornaia practiced the execution of decorative 
panels in the tapestry and batik technique, she also made numerous 
conceptual collections: «Miss – Portrait», «Montezuma Treasures» (2002), 
«The Sea» (2001), «German Shepherd», «Spanish Wind», etc.

The artist is a member of the Union of Plastic Artists of the Republic 
of Moldova since 2009 and of the Union of Designers of the Republic 
of Moldova since 2001. She was awarded the Fashion Festival Laureate 
Diploma. She is the founder of the «Conceptual Fashion Theater» and of 
the «Arts, Culture, and Education Association». She is an active participant 
in exhibitions, national and international symposiums from the Republic 
of Moldova, Romania, Ukraine, Russia, Germany, Poland, France, Israel, 
USA, and Canada.
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One of the representatives who, largely practices the batik technique 
in the Republic of Moldova, is Irina Suh, graduate of the Institute of 
Applied and Decorative Arts in Lviv, the Fashion Design section. In 
the first years, she worked in the field of fashion design, occupying 
leading positions at union and international exhibitions-competitions 
(in Greece, Bulgaria, Mongolia – in 1986 and Estonia – in 1987) and 
at fashion festivals (Estonia – 1988, Russia, India, Belgium, Germany, 
Austria – 1989, Ukraine – 1994) [5]. In 1984, Irina Suh presented the 
first work executed in cotton in the technique batik entitled «Three». 
She is one of the well-known authors of the batik technique not only in 
the Republic of Moldova, but also abroad. She periodically participates 
in exhibitions abroad, being a member of the Association of Designers 
from Moscow (Russian Federation) since 1988. Since the same year, 
she has been a member of the Union of Designers of the Republic of 
Moldova and since 1999 is a UPM member of the republic.

In his recommendation of Irina Suh as a UAP member, Vlad 
Bolboceanu (member of the UPA of the Republic of Moldova since 
1993, being at that time the head of the Applied Decorative Art Chair 
of the State University of Arts) pointed out that the works of the author 
«impact on sensitivity and memory; contemplating them, you have the 
feeling that they belong to a long-lasting historical process, have roots 
in the deepest structures of our spiritual tradition. The compositions of 
Irina Suh attest not only imaginative vocation, which implies a mixture 
of real and fantastic, but also a leaning towards storytelling, towards 
myth» [5].

In the thematic diversity of her works, we encounter landscapes, 
gender compositions, portraits, etc. The author’s works are executed in 
the complicated chromatic gamut with well-chosen tones. The entire 
creation in batik, from 1984 until today, has evolved both in the use 
of textile support (from cotton to silk) as well as in the compositional 
structure and the subject approached.

The first works are characterized by the use of flat decorative spots 
and expressive and naive styles of the human figure. The batiks of the 
year 1996 are of special graphic and pictorial finesse, and those of the 
2000s are distinguished by vivid colors, decorative spots and harsh 
stylizations, while the evidently pronounced pictorialism has disappeared. 
The craftsmanship and skillfully chosen gamut places the author among 
the most important plastic artists in the industry.

Another representative of Lvov Institute of Applied and Decorative 
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Arts is Vasile Ivanciuc. Being active in the artistic life of the Republic 
of Moldova, he participates with his batiks in numerous exhibitions 
and creative camps. His canvases impress by a rich, novel color gamut. 
The unique combination of idea, color and plasticity expresses the 
individuality of this artist’s batiks.

The studies at the college of Cosau (Ivano-Frankovsk region, Ukraine), 
the Artistic Processing of Wood Section, leave a print in the author’s 
textile, especially with regard to the forms of the created motifs, the 
pale color palette, which reminds the color of the wood. According to 
the art critic Tudor Braga, “each work is individualized, surpassing 
the particularities of the cultural ethos of the school in which he was 
trained. Vasile Ivanciuc experiments extensively in order to obtain 
the expressiveness of the ideas, taking special care of the accuracy of 
balancing the color valences in relation to the fabric of the materials 
used in the configuration of the plastic discourse” [4]. In the conceptual 
textile, there is a synthesis of the idea and the laconic expressiveness 
of the form.

Since the middle of 1980s, the whole art of the batik has also evolved 
into a new style through the works of Veaceslav Damir. The originality 
and the craftsmanship of the approach certainly places the author among 
the pleiad of plastic artists Alexandr Drobaha, Irina Suh, Vasile Ivanciuc, 
who devoutly approached the textile arts in the Republic of Moldova 
for more than two decades.

The contribution of the above-mentioned artists affects not only the 
direct development of visual arts in Moldova but also the training of a 
plethora of young artists (Alla Uvarova, Elvira Cemortan-Volosin, Tatiana 
Trofimov, Veronica Tarasenco, Florentin Leanca, etc.) who approach the 
genre with creative enthusiasm.

1. Personal archive. Ciornaia Natalia
2. Personal archive. Suh Irina.
3. ІUPA archive. Drobaha Alexandr file
4. UPA archive. Ivanciuc Vasile file.
5. UPA archive. Suh Irina file.
6. Simac, A.. (2001). Tapiseria contemporana din Republica Moldova 

[Contemporary tapestry in the Republic of Moldova], Ştiinţa,  Chişinău.
7. Migulina, T. (2009). How to extract light from color. E`konomicheskoe 

obozrenie, 18(802), 6. [in Russian]
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ANNOTATION
Natalia Procop. Moldovan Plastic Artists In The Field Of Textile Art Schooled 

In Lvov National Academy Of Arts. Background. A number of artists (Al. and O. 
Drobaha, N. Ciornaia, V. Ivanciuc, I. Suh) activated in the textile art in the period 
of MSSR. They were schooled in big cultural centers, one of which being Lvov 
National Academy of Arts, and this left a mark on their creation. They entered 
the creative competition of Moldovan batik and tapestry genres in the early 
80s, with new visions, practicing the abstract art or just the figurative one. 
Activating as senior lecturers at specialized institutions from Chisinau, they had 
conditioned the emergence of a new generation of artists such as: A. Uvarova, 
E. Cemortan-Voloshin, T. Trofimov, V. Tarasenco, I. Leahu etc.

Keywords: textile art, batik, tapestry, technique, abstractionism.

А Н Н ОТА Ц И Я
Наталия Прокоп. Молдавские художники-текстильщики, выпускники 

Львовской национальной академии искусств. В МССР текстильное ис-
кусство практиковали художники- текстильщики Александр и Ольга Дро-
баха, Наталья Черная, Василий Иванчук, Ирина Шух. Это была молодежь, 
окончившая Львовскую национальную академию искусств, считавшуюся 
одним из важнейших учебных заведений, школа, которая повлияла на 
дальнейшее творчество художников. Они пришли в 1980-е годы с новыми 
взглядами, практикуя в технике батика и ткачества абстрактное и фигура-
тивное искусство. Работая в качестве преподавателей высших учебных 
заведений Кишинева, они сформировали новое поколение текстильщиков. 

Ключевые слова: текстильное искусство, батик, ткачество, техника, 
абстракционизм.
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Іл. 1. Аlexandr Drobaha. Alcor, 1993, batik, 900x1150 mm

Іл. 2. Irina Suh. Still life with pears, 2012, batik, 560×720 mm
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Іл. 4. Ciornaia Natalia. Costume of collection 
from the Treasure of Montezuma, batik, 2002

Іл. 3. Vasile Ivanciuc, Rural landscape, 2009, batik, 
820×980 mm


